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Introduction
In this unit, the aim was to develop practical laboratory skills. To achieve this, I was tasked
with developing a small circuit consisting of both analog and digital electronics, and writing a
software program for the microcontroller used.
The circuit and software I developed were designed to function as a lap counter for a slot car
track. I split this up into three parts, each with its own distinct aims. I outline each of their
aims in the following sections.

Part 1 - Analogue Electronics
Aims
The aim from this part was to develop the sensor circuit for the lap counter, as well as an
automatic lamp post which is triggered by the car passing by.
To do this, I need to characterise both the transmitter and receiver elements, build the
threshold circuit with a binary output, and assemble the lamp post and driver to set the
brightness of the LEDs.
I further separated this part into three tasks, first I would make the proximity sensor with a
variable voltage output signal. I would then design a circuit to convert this variable signal into
a binary one. And finally I would design a driver circuit for the lamp post.

Designing the proximity sensor
I decided to use an infra-red system as the proximity sensor. This would be both simple to
develop as well as being invisible to anyone using it. The infra-red light from the LED would
be reflected from the track into the photodiode, producing a low voltage signal. But when a
car passes by, and is instead the reflector for the LED, the distance travelled by the light
would be less, resulting in more irradiance on the photodiode and therefore a higher output
voltage signal.

Infra-red LED driver circuit
The LED I settled on was the TSHF5210, as the datasheet showed that
it had optimal characteristics for my use-case. These being the emission
frequency, 890nm, as well as the radiant power range.
To drive this LED, I opted to use a single resistor to set the current
passing through it from the 9v supply used in the rest of the circuit.
To the right, you can see the schematic of the LED circuit.
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Photodiode circuit
For the photodiode, I chose the BPV10NF. The datasheet for this
also shows that its characteristics are good for this application, as
it is sensitive to 890nm, as well as having a suitable reverse
current vs irradiance curve.
The circuit for the photodiode needs to be more complex than the
one for the LED. This is due to the very limited maximum reverse
current passed by the photodiode. Because of this, I used an NPN
BJT to act as a current amplifier. I chose the BC548B. BJTs,
however, produce a variable current and so this circuit is not
enough to produce a variable DC voltage output signal, for this I
needed to add a pull-down resistor to the emitter of the BJT.
To the right, you can see the schematic of the photodiode circuit.

Tuning the LED-photodiode system
To make this sensor useful, I needed to tune the components used in the circuit. I chose to
vary the value of the resistors, as I could easily do this using a potentiometer for testing, and
once I settled on the values I replaced the potentiometer with a fixed-value resistor.
Initially, I used a combination of a 100Ω resistor and a 1kΩ potentiometer for the transmitter
circuit, and a single 100kΩ potentiometer for the receiver circuit. I chose to use a fixed
resistor on the transmitter as well as a potentiometer so that I could specify a maximum
current, so that I didn’t destroy the LED by passing too much current through it.
I varied each potentiometer across three positions, one at the full range clockwise, another
at the full range anticlockwise and a third at half way.
To determine the best resistances, I measured the output voltage for all 9 combinations, for
each when there was nothing in front of the sensor, and also when there was an object 30cm
away. This produced the following results:
R recieve (kΩ)

R transmit (Ω)

V no object

V with object

V difference

84.2

0.33

0.7

3.2

2.5

84.2

507

0.3

2.5

2.2

84.2

931

0.3

1.6

1.3

43.4

0.33

0.5

3.0

2.5

43.4

507

0.3

1.9

1.6

43.4

930

0.3

1.3

1.0

0

0.33

0.2

0.2

0.0

0

507

0.2

0.2

0.0

0

930

0.2

0.2

0.0

From this data, I determined that the best resistances to use would be a 100kΩ resistor for
the photodiode, and a 330Ω resistor to replace both the 100Ω resistor and the potentiometer
for the LED. These values produced the best contrast in signals between when there was an
object and when there wasn’t.
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Using these values, I measured how the output voltage changes for objects at different
distances away. I started at 5cm from the sensor and continued until 40cm away.
You can see the results below:

Distance (cm)

Output voltage (V)

Distance (cm)

Output voltage (V)

5

8.3

23

3.5

6

8.3

24

3.2

7

8.3

25

3

8

8.3

26

2.7

9

8.3

27

2.5

10

8.3

28

2.3

11

8.3

29

2.1

12

8.3

30

2

13

8.3

31

1.9

14

8.3

32

1.8

15

8

33

1.7

16

7.3

34

1.6

17

6.4

35

1.5

18

5.8

36

1.4

19

5.3

37

1.4

20

4.6

38

1.3

21

4.2

39

1.2

22

3.8

40

1.2
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Designing the threshold trigger
To convert the analog voltage provided by the sensor into a binary
value I used an op-amp in a comparator configuration. I used one
of the op-amps in an LM358 to do this. This op-amp is a good
choice in this circuit, as it only needs one supply voltage. This
reduces the complexity of dealing with multiple supplies.

Building the op-amp circuit
I connected the sensor output to the non inverting input, and a
10kΩ potentiometer to the inverting input.
You can see the schematic to the right.

Tuning the op-amp circuit
Once again, I measured the response of the circuit across a range of potentiometer values,
before settling on the best.
I measured the voltage produced by the potentiometer on the inverting terminal of the
op-amp, and the distance at which the output went high.
You can see the data below:
Voltage at inverting
terminal (v)
distance (cm)
8.7

Always High

8

17

7.5

17

7

18

6.5

19

6

20

5.5

21

5

23

4.5

25

4

28

3.5

32

3

38

From this, I determined that it was best to use a 5.2v reference, produced by the
potentiometer.

Lamp post LEDs circuit
The LEDs on the lamp post are two white LEDs, they are both C503D. To drive them, I used
a single resistor in series.
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From the datasheet I found that to achieve a relative luminosity of 0.5, the forward current
required is 30mA, and from the datasheet I also found that the forward voltage at this current
is 3.4v.
As there are two LEDs in series, the combined forward voltage will be 6.8v and when using
the supply voltage of 9v this means that the remaining 2.2v needs to be dropped by the
series resistor to prevent the LEDs from consuming too much current and being destroyed.
I used the formula

𝑉
𝐼

= 𝑅 to calculate the resistor value of 73.3Ω, I chose however to use a

100Ω resistor as it simplifies the circuit and still makes the LEDs adequately bright.

Conclusion
In this lab I built the circuits to detect a car passing, to then convert the signal from the
sensor into a digital one, and also the circuit to drive the two lamp post LEDs.
The choice of an infra-red sensor while simple perhaps wasn’t the best choice after all, since
it is very easily influenced by external sources and so it might not work properly everywhere.
Below is a picture of the finished circuit, and below that, the schematic:
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Part 2 - Microcontroller and display output
Aims
For this part, the aim was to connect a Raspberry Pi Pico microcontroller (referred to as
Pico) to two 7 segment displays, and program it to display the numbers from 0 to 99.
I have separated this into three distinct parts, first wiring the 7 segment displays into the
microcontroller, then writing some preliminary code to manipulate the pins of the Pico to
learn how to display digits on the displays, and finally writing a program to count from 0 to 99
on the display.

Connecting the 7 segment displays to the Pico
The 7 segment displays I used were the
HDSP-523E, this is a dual 7 segment display,
and so it has two groups each containing 7
segments and a decimal point. Each group is
connected to a common cathode.
Each segment from the display must be
connected individually to a digital pin on the
Pico, and each must also have a series
current-limiting 330Ω resistor. I also connected
the decimal points directly to ground as I didn't
need to use them.
You can see a schematic of the connections
on the right, and a picture of the circuit below.
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Preliminary code
Before programming the Raspberry Pi Pico directly, I first wrote some pseudo-code to outline
what I wanted to achieve with the program. You can see this below.
Configure pins for the display as outputs
Loop through each pin
Make that pin high
Wait briefly
Make that pin low
To program the Pico, I used the Thonny Integrated Development Environment (IDE), and
after flashing the Micropython firmware onto the Pico, I was able to start programming in
python.
To manipulate the pins of the Pico, I used the ‘Machine’ module, and specifically the ‘Pin’
function within it. Another module I used was ‘utime’ and its ‘sleep_ms’ function, which
allowed me to insert a short delay into my program.
Using these functions, I wrote a short program to cycle through each LED segment to test
that they worked. You can see this below.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

from machine import Pin
import utime
pins=[13,12,18,17,16,15,14,10,9,22,20,19,11,21]
for i in range (14):
pins[i]=(Pin(pins[i],Pin.OUT,value=1))
utime.sleep_ms(100)
pins[i].off()

Programming the counter
Now that I had determined that each segment worked, I wrote another pseudo-code program
for counting through the numbers 0 to 99. To make this program more versatile and save me
time later, I chose to write functions to perform different tasks. I have included the
pseudo-code of this program below.
Configure pins for the display as outputs
Array of each digit, containing information for the states of the
segments
Function to display a digit on a display
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Loop through all pins for that display
Set that pin’s output to what it should be, referencing the
array of digits
Function to return an individual digit
Using the modulus function, and integer division, select the
specified digit from a user submitted number.
Function to display a whole number on both displays
Using the individual digit function, and the display digit
function, display all digits of the number specified
Loop forever
Increment a counter
If the counter is greater than or equal to 100, reset to 0
Display the current counter value
Wait briefly
Once I wrote this pseudo-code plan, I was able to begin working on the real person program.
You can see the code below.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

from machine import Pin
from utime import sleep_ms
#a 2d array of the pins for each segment
pins=[
[10, 9,22,20,19,11,21],#1s
[13,12,18,17,16,15,14] #10s
]
#the segments that you need to light to display that digit
numbers=[
[1,1,1,1,1,1,0],#0
[0,1,1,0,0,0,0],#1
[1,1,0,1,1,0,1],#2
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
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[1,1,1,1,0,0,1],#3
[0,1,1,0,0,1,1],#4
[1,0,1,1,0,1,1],#5
[1,0,1,1,1,1,1],#6
[1,1,1,0,0,0,0],#7
[1,1,1,1,1,1,1],#8
[1,1,1,1,0,1,1] #9
]
#startup routine to configure each pin as an output
for i in range(len(pins)):
for j in range(7):
pins[i][j]=(Pin(pins[i][j],Pin.OUT,value=0))
#function to get a specific digit from a number
def getDigit(number,digit):
return((number%10**(digit+1))//10**(digit))
#function to display the number passed to it on the display
def displayNumber(number):
for i in range(len(pins)):
digit=getDigit(number,i)
for j in range(7):
pins[i][j].value(numbers[digit][j])
#create a variable to store the counter value
counter=0
#loop through all the numbers 0 to 99 and display them, resetting to
0 when it reaches 100
while True:
displayNumber(i)
sleep_ms(100)
counter=counter+1
if counter>=100:
counter=counter%100

Conclusion
I was able to connect the display to the Pico, and program it to count to 99 and display it.
If I were to do this again, I would perhaps use a 7 segment display driver IC to save me
using so many pins on the Pico.
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Part 3 - Interface electronics
Aims
In this part I aimed to build the interface between the proximity sensor and the Pico. This will
involve designing a signal buffer for the signal from the sensor so it can be passed into the
Pico, and writing some code to increment the display every time the sensor is triggered.
I also wanted to build a schmitt trigger circuit to reduce the noise on the signal from the
proximity circuit.

Signal Buffer
In part 1, I built the threshold comparator op-amp circuit to
produce a binary signal when the proximity sensor is
triggered. This will produce a signal between 0v and 9v,
however the Pico can only accept signals between 0v and
3.3v without being damaged.
I reduced the voltage out of the comparator by using a
voltage divider using two resistors, and then I buffered the
signal using the other op-amp in the LM358 IC in a voltage
follower configuration.
You can see the schematic to the right.

Choosing resistor values
I chose the resistor values for the voltage divider by using the following equation.
𝑉𝑂𝑈𝑇 =

𝑅2
𝑅1+𝑅2

𝑉𝐼𝑁

Since I had a maximum input voltage of 9v, and I wanted this to be reduced to 3.3v I
rearranged the equation to give me
0. 37 =

𝑅2
𝑅1+𝑅2

0. 37𝑅1 = (1 − 0. 37)𝑅2
𝑅1 = 1. 703Ω
I chose to use a 33k resistor for 𝑅2 and a 56k resistor for 𝑅1, giving me a ratio of 1.700
You can see the circuit modified with the voltage divider and voltage follower below.
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Raspberry Pi Pico Interrupts
In programming, interrupts are used to ‘interrupt’ the code running when a condition is met.
They are useful as they mean that the program doesn’t need to constantly check if that
condition is met, and can do other things instead. I used an interrupt on the Pico linked to the
state of one of the GPIO pins, to trigger a specific function. This was useful as when the
proximity sensor detected an object close to it and so the output dropped low briefly, the Pico
would be triggered to increment the counter, without it needing to constantly poll the pin.
I used the same functions as before, I just changed a few lines at the end. First I wrote out
the pseudo-code for the new logic, which you can see below
[START OF CODE IDENTICAL TO PREVIOUS]
Configure pins to be outputs
Array of digits
Function to display a digit
Function to get a digit from a number
Function to display a number
[END OF IDENTICAL CODE]
Configure sensor pin as an interrupt
ISR function to increment counter
Add 1 to the counter
Loop forever
Update display to current count
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I added this to the program on the Pico, which you can see below.
[LINES 1-38 are identical to the previous code]
39 #the function to call when the Interrupt is triggered
40 def counterISR(pin):
41
global counter
42
counter=counter+1
43 #setting up the pin connected to the sensor as an input, and to
connect it to the interrupt
44 sensePin=Pin(28,Pin.IN,Pin.PULL_DOWN)
45 sensePin.irq(handler=counterISR,trigger=Pin.IRQ_RISING)
46
47 #The Pico is always updating the display to show the current lap
count, as well as resetting it to 0 when it reaches 100
48 while True:
49
setDisplayDigits(counter)
50
if counter>=100:
51
counter=counter%100

Schmitt Trigger
Since the signal from the photodiode could be noisy, I
decided to add a schmitt trigger to the threshold
comparator, which would make the signal out be much
more stable.
A schmitt trigger simply adds hysteresis to the signal,
separating the threshold for the op-amp switch to high,
from the threshold to switch to low. You can see the effects
of this in the diagram below.
I did this by simply adding two resistors to the threshold
comparator, as shown in the schematic to the right.
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Choosing resistor values
The hysteresis thresholds are calculated by using the following two equations
𝑅𝐴

𝑉𝑡ℎ+ = 𝑉𝑡ℎ +

𝑅𝐵

𝑉𝑡ℎ− = 𝑉𝑡ℎ −

𝑅𝐵

𝑅𝐴

(𝑉𝑡ℎ − 𝑉𝐿)
(𝑉𝐻 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ)

𝑉𝐻 is known to be 9v, and 𝑉𝐿 is known to be 0v, and the 𝑉𝑡ℎ I chose previously was 5.2v.
I decided that I would like the schmitt trigger to allow the threshold comparator a range of
5cm. Using the characterisation of the sensor I did previously, I found this to roughly be ±1v.
From these values, and to achieve this desired hysteresis range, I chose to use a 82kΩ
resistor for 𝑅𝐴 and a 330kΩ resistor for 𝑅𝐵.
You can see the updated voltage follower circuit now with the schmitt trigger below.

Conclusion
I managed to build the buffer circuitry to allow the proximity sensor to interface with the Pico.
I also successfully implemented a pin interrupt in the program for the Pico to allow it to count
the laps detected by the sensor. This may not be completely necessary with the current
complexity of the code on the Pico, however it future-proofs the code allowing for it to
become more complex and spend it’s time doing other things, but still able to count the laps.
Also, to make the signal from the sensor cleaner I added schmitt trigger hysteresis to the
threshold op-amp. From testing this after the fact I found that the hysteresis was perhaps too
much and so the car might not be tall enough to trigger both sides of the threshold. This
could easily be changed by simply adjusting the resistor values used in the schmitt trigger.
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Overall Conclusion
Overall, I was successful in designing a circuit to allow automatic counting of laps on a slot
car track. The circuit achieves all the requirements while still being simple, only using a
handful of components. The program is also fairly simple and easy to understand due to the
comments included, and so could easily be picked up again in the future to modify it. It also
allows for future expansion in the way the 7 segment display functions were implemented, as
well as the interrupt on the sense pin.
There are however some changes I would make to both my design and to the aims for next
time. I would have perhaps used an ultrasonic sensor interfacing directly with the Pico to
allow greater flexibility, while also reducing the component count. As well as this, the 7
segment display could be upgraded to a small LCD to show more information, such as lap
times.
In the development process I would have also made some changes, such as keeping the
tuning potentiometers in the circuit until the product is fully complete. This would allow you to
make sure that every parameter is perfect before making them permanent.

Sources
The main sources I used during this lab were the Lab Notes provided. All of the schematics
and waveform diagrams I used in this report are taken from these notes.
All of the images of the breadboard circuits in this report are of my own work, and taken by
myself. This is also true for the code snippets shown throughout, however I do make use of
two publicly available Python modules; machine and utime.
Aside from these, the only other significant sources I used were the datasheets for the
components in the circuit. Here is a list of them:
● Infra-red LED
Vishay TSHF5210
https://www.vishay.com/docs/81313/tshf5210.pdf
● Photodiode
Vishay BPV10NF
https://www.vishay.com/docs/81503/bpv10nf.pdf
● Op-Amp
Texas instruments LM358
https://www.ti.com/lit/ds/snosbt3j/snosbt3j.pdf
● White LED
CREE LED C503D
https://cree-led.com/media/documents/C503D-WAN-935.pdf
● Microcontroller
Raspberry Pi Pico
https://datasheets.raspberrypi.com/pico/pico-datasheet.pdf
● Dual 7 Segment Display
Broadcom/Avago HDSP-523E
https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/AV02-3586EN
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